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Hoof Rasp Stainless Steel
203 623
203 622

straight
curved

$29.95
$25.95

Straight rasp has coarse and fine cut both sides.
Smooth edges. Size 34cm x 3.5cm. Curved rasp
has coarse cut one side and fine cut on other.
Smooth edges. Size 30cm x 2.5cm.

RASP
TEMPORARILY
UNAVAILABLE

Hoof Rasp Ridersrasp

214 477 NA
214 478 $55.00

11cm (blade length)
blades only (pair)

The new pack-and-carry tool for all sport riders.
Use to maintain the hoof between trimmings, ease
breakover, stop cracking, remove flares. Care for the
hoof when it loses a shoe. This rasp incorporates
two blades set at about 120°. Length 16cm overall.
Blades are replaceable.

Hoof Rasp Carbon Steel
203 617
203 613

straight
curved

plain
w. handle

203 615
203 616

$35.95
$42.95

These rasps are good quality high-carbon steel.
Very sharp for heavy-duty use. Plain model has
3 coarse faces and 1 fine, with rasp edges. Size
36cm x 4cm. Handle model has coarse cut one
side and fine on other, with rasp edges. Nice plastic
handle with useful hanging eye. Blade 36cm x 4cm.

Hoof Rasp Concave Short
203 621

$27.95

For rounding the sharp edge of the hoof after paring
the sole. This prevents direct ground contact by the
outer wall of the hoof (equine). Blade 11cm long x
4cm wide.

Hoof Rasp Heller Legend
214 474
214 476

$59.95
$17.50

Heller Rasps are for the professional farrier. The
Legend has a large, open, tooth angle, making it
most suitable for softer, damper horn material that
tends to clog finer-tooth rasps. This rasp is ideal for
sport horses that may be spending their time outside
in sand and mud. The handle (sold separately) is
solid plastic material with threaded collar cast inside.
(Dimension is excluding tang.)

12 inch (31cm)

215 407

14” (35cm)
handle only

214 475
214 476

215 404

$229.00

Horseshoe Nails Mustad
BH3.5 (45mm) 250-pk
BH4 (48mm) 250-pk
BH5 (50mm) 250-pk
E3 (45mm) 250-pk
E4 (47mm) 250-pk
E5 (51mm) 250-pk

214 465
214 466
214 467
214 468
214 469
214 470

$52.95 $29.95
$52.95
$52.95
$39.95
$52.95 $39.95
$52.95

World-reknown nails, made in Sweden by Mustad.
(Dimension is nail length.)

Heller Rasps are for the professional farrier. The Red
Tang has a slightly finer tooth structure than the
Legend. This is best for rasping hard, dry hooves,
especially of thoroughbred-type horses, and for
foals. The handle (sold separately) is solid plastic
material with threaded collar cast inside. (Dimension
is excluding tang.)

Hoof Rasp Save-Edge
14" rasp only 215 408
handle only 215 409

$92.95 $89.95
$45.95

Horseshoes O’Dwyer (set of 4)
Standard Hack
size 1 set
size 2 set
size 3 set
size 4 set
size 5 set
Flat Hack
size 1 set
size 2 set
size 3 set
size 4 set
size 5 set
size 6 set
size 7 set

214 457
214 458
214 459
214 460
214 461

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

208 408
207 768
207 769
207 770
207 771
214 455
214 456

$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

O’Dwyer is a long-standing brand of carbon-steel
horseshoes.

Well known brand featuring special tooth-sharpening
to enhance trimming and increase rasp life. Rasp
teeth one side, file teeth on other. Rasp edges.
Handle separate part, solid plastic with threaded
internal collar. Dimension excludes tang.

Crease Nail Puller Standard
31cm

217 630

$99.95

Use for removal of nails from crease when replacing
shoes. This is a standard-quality version, but still
strongly made. Length 31cm o.a.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au

Copyright © 2017. All rights reserved.

12 inch (31cm)

Use for removal of nails from the crease when
replacing old shoes, or misdriven nails from new
shoes. Top quality tool from Nordic Forge, USA.
Length 31cm o.a.

$38.95 $25.95
$39.95
$39.95
$38.95 $25.95
$39.95
$39.95

$59.95
$17.50

$229.00

Crease Nail Puller Nordic

207 775
208 415
208 417
214 462
214 463
214 464

Hoof Rasp Heller Red Tang

Horseshoe Puller/Spreader Nordic
The Nordic combination shoe puller and spreader
is forged and heat-treated for greatest strength.
The polished tool has sharpened teeth on the
outside edges for ease in spreading most shoe
sizes and styles. Round knobs on handles make for
easier tool selection. Top quality tool from Nordic
Forge, USA. Length 30cm o.a.

BH3.5 (45mm) 250-pk
BH4 (48mm) 250-pk
BH5 (50mm) 250-pk
E3 (45mm) 250-pk
E4 (47mm) 250-pk
E5 (51mm) 250-pk

ON SPECIAL

14” (35cm)
handle only

Hoof Rasp Carbon Steel Heavy

ON SPECIAL
Horseshoe Nails Australian

Quality nails. Made in Australia. (Dimension is nail
length.)

$29.95
$25.95

Straight rasp has two levels of coarse cut on one
side and two levels of fine cut on the other. Smooth
edges. Curved rasp has coarse cut on one side
and fine cut on the other. Smooth edges. Size of
both is 31cm long x 3cm wide.
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